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	Statement No: 43
	DATE: 08/24/2015
	PROJECT AREA: Planning
	TITLE PROBLEM STATEMENT: Due to the increasing impacts of freight movements on transportation infrastructure, operations, and the economy, planning and decision making bodies must consider freight at every stage of the decision making process. State transportation agencies tasked with forecasting freight movements rely heavily on timely and accurate freight data. Traditional data sources for monitoring truck activity such as the national Vehicle Inventory and Use Survey (VIUS) or Weigh-in-motion (WIM) lack the necessary detail pertaining to travel times, route selection, and time of daytravel patterns. Thus it is necessary to evaluate new sources of truck activity data. Truck Global Positioning System (GPS) data, a valuable and recently available data source, can be used to support statewide planning, operations, and management programs. In Florida, GPS data provided by the American Trucking and Research Institute (ATRI) was used to derive freight performance measures, analyze truck trip characteristics, develop origin-destination (OD) tables of statewide freight flows, and evaluate special topics such as re-routing patterns due to incidents. As each state possesses unique and diverse freight movement characteristics, the methods used to analyze and manipulate truck GPSdata in one state may not apply well to another state. Arkansas experiences significant levels of pass through freight movements which might require GPS traces to be processed in a different manner than those developed for Florida which sees a relatively higher number of originating and terminating freight movements. Thus it is necessary to evaluate and compare the appropriateness of previously developed methodologiesfor analyzing truck GPS data within the context of the freight patterns observed in Arkansas. This research would determine whether GPS data can meet statewide planning needs while providing valuable insight into truck movements in Arkansas.
	Text1: Truck Activity Analysis Using GPS Data
	OBJECTIVES: This research will accomplish four main tasks: 1) Assess the appropriateness of existing methodologies to convert raw GPS data streams into truck trips in the context of Arkansas freight flow patterns and develop new methods if necessary; 2) Determine the coverage of GPS data in Arkansas using truck counts collected through traditional means; 3) Analyze truck activity characteristics such as trip duration, trip length, time of day profiles, and OD patterns; 4)Preform exploratory analysis for unique applications of GPS data in Arkansas such as studying 'trucksheds' (geographic extent) of the river ports or other multimodal transportation centers. 
	FORM OF RESEARCH IMPLEMENTATION: This research will result in a recommendation as to whether GPS data can be used for detailed analysis in Arkansas as well as create a database of truck trips derived from GPS traces. The work will provide truck movement characteristics that can be used to analyze highway network performance to support statewide freight transportation planning.
	Text7: Tymli Frierson
	Text3: 24 months
	Text4: Sarah Hernandez
	Text5: University of Arkansas / Dept. of Civil Engineering
	Text6: (479) 575-4182
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